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Abstract
We present a simple and efficient algorithm for the batched stochastic multi-armed bandit problem. We prove
a bound for its expected regret that improves over the best known regret bound, for any number of batches. In
particular, our algorithm achieves the optimal expected regret by using only a logarithmic number of batches.
Problem statement. The batched multi-armed bandit problem is a one-player game defined as follows. As in the
(stochastic) multi-armed bandit problem, we have K arms and when the player pulls an arm, she receives a reward
from an unknown distribution supported on [0, 1]. Each arm has a potentially different reward distribution, while the
distribution of each arm does not change over time. However, as opposed to the usual multi-armed bandit problem, in
the batched mode, the player commits to a sequence of arms (a batch of arms) and observes the rewards when all of the
arms in that sequence are played. More formally, at the beginning of each batch i, the player announces a list of arms
to be pulled. After this, she receives a list of pairs of arm indices and rewards, corresponding to the rewards generated
from these pulls. Then the player decides about the next batch. She can choose the batches adaptively, namely, her
decisions can depend on her past observations. However, the player is subject to using at most a given number of
batches, M . Moreover, the total number of arms pulled by the player must sum to the horizon T . Notice that the
case M = T corresponds to the classic stochastic multi-armed bandit problem (see, e.g., [3] for general background).
Main result. The regret of an algorithm is defined as follows. Suppose the pulled arms are I1, I2, . . . , IT , and
suppose µi denotes the mean of arm i, and assume, without loss of generality, that µ1 = maxi µi. Define
Regret := Tµ1 −
T∑
t=1
µIt .
Let ∆j := µ1 − µj denote the gap of arm j. In this note we present a simple algorithm with
E[Regret] ≤ 9⌈T 1/M⌉ ln(2KTM)
∑
j:∆j>0
1
∆j
.
In particular, for M ∈ Ω(log T ), we have the optimum E[Regret] ∈ O
(
log(T )
∑
j:∆j>0
1
∆j
)
, matching that of the
well-known upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm, see, e.g., [3, Chapter 7].
Comparison with previous work. Our result improves upon [1, Theorem 4], which gives an algorithm with
E[Regret] ≤ O

K log(K) log(KT )T 1/M
min
j:∆j>0
∆j

 .
Our regret bound shaves off a factor of log(K), and also improves the factor Kmin∆j
to
∑ 1
∆j
. We achieve these
improvements by adapting the sizes of the batches based on the previous outcomes as opposed to a pre-determined
list of batch sizes.
Our algorithm. The algorithm works by gradually eliminating the suboptimal arms. Let δ := 1/(2KTM) and
q := ⌈T 1/M⌉, and define ai := q
1 + · · · + qi. Initially, all arms are ‘active.’ In batch i, each active arm is pulled qi
times. Then, after the rewards of this batch are observed, for each active arm, its mean is estimated as the average
reward received from the arm. An arm is ‘eliminated’ if its estimated mean is smaller, by at least
√
2 ln(1/δ)/ai, than
the estimated mean of another active arm.
1
Hoeffding’s inequality [2, Theorem 2]. Suppose X1, . . . , Xn are i.i.d. random variables and supported on [0, 1].
Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Xi −EX1 > t
∣∣∣∣∣
]
< 2 exp(−2nt2).
Proof of the main result. For an active arm at the end of some batch i, we say its estimation is ‘correct’ if the
estimation of its mean is within
√
ln(1/δ)
2ai
of its actual mean. Since each active arm is pulled ai times by the end of
batch i, by Hoeffding’s inequality, the estimation of any active arm at the end of any batch is correct with probability
at least 1− 2δ. Note that there are K arms and at most M batches. Hence, by the union bound, the probability that
the estimation is incorrect for some arm at some time-step is bounded by KM×2δ = 1/T . Whenever some estimation
is incorrect, we upper bound the regret by T . Hence, the total expected regret can be bounded as
E[Regret] ≤
1
T
× T +E[Regret|estimations are correct].
So, from now on, we assume that all estimations are correct, which implies that each gap is correctly estimated within
an additive factor of
√
2 ln(1/δ)
ai
. Thus, the best arm is never eliminated. We can then write the expected regret as
E[Regret|estimations are correct] =
∑
j:∆j>0
∆jE[Tj|estimations are correct],
where Tj denotes the total number of pulls of arm j. Let us now fix some (suboptimal) arm j with ∆j > 0 and
upper bound Tj. Suppose batch i + 1 is the last batch that arm j was active. Since this arm is not eliminated at
the end of batch i, and the estimations are correct, we have ∆j ≤ 2
√
2 ln(1/δ)/ai deterministically, which implies
ai ≤ 8 ln(1/δ)∆
−2
j . The total pulls of this arm is thus
Tj = ai+1 = q + qai ≤ q +
8q ln(1/δ)
∆2j
,
whence,
E[Regret|estimations are correct] ≤
∑
j:∆j>0
{
q∆j +
8q ln(1/δ)
∆j
}
≤ q(K − 1) + 8q ln(1/δ)
∑
j:∆j>0
1
∆j
.
Noting q ≥ 1 and substituting the values of q and δ gives the main result.
Number of batches needed to obtain optimal regret. Our main result implies that M = O(log T ) batches
are sufficient to achieve the regret O
(
ln(T )
∑
j:∆j>0
∆−1j
)
, which is optimal up to the constant factor among the so-
called ‘consistent’ algorithms for the stochastic multi-armed bandit problem (see, e.g., [3, Chapter 16]). In other
words, increasing the number of batches from logT to T does not reduce the expected regret by more than a constant
multiplicative factor.
Gao, Han, Ren, and Zhou [1, Corollary 2] show that M = Ω(logT/ log logT ) batches are necessary to get the
optimal regret O
(
ln(T )
∑
j:∆j>0
∆−1j
)
. This bound implies that our algorithm uses almost the minimum number of
batches needed (i.e., O(log T ) versus Ω( log Tlog log T )) to achieve the optimal regret.
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